
Quarterly Issues/Program List
Period: 04/02/11 – 05/07/11

The following is a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by station 
WNYH, Huntington, New York, along with most significant programming treatment 

of those issues for the period above.  This listing is by no means exhaustive.  The 
order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Description of 
issue

Program/Segment Day/Date Times Duration
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Narration of type and 
Description of Program

 
Community Issues

Community Issues

Health Issues

Community Issues

Community Issues

Vision into Action

Times of Revelation

CONCLICO Informs

Vision into Action

Times of Revelation

04/06/11

04/13/11

04/21/11

04/27/11

05/04/11

12:30 PM

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

12:30 PM

11:00 AM

28.00

25.00

24.00

27.00

27.00

Today’s program is about the 
consequences in being the 
indifferent third party.  Certainly 
its easy to ignore the suffering 
done if its to some stranger but 
wouldn’t it make a better society 
if we helped our fellow brothers in 
their time of need?
With the political unrest 
happening in the Middle East and 
around the world, it is time to 
reflect on the prosperity of our 
circumstances.  Despite the 
economic hardships we face, its 
important to be grateful to God of 
all that we have that are fortunate.
Faith fights diabetes; according to 
the department of health of the 
state of New York, diabetes has 
become an epidemic in our 
communities.  There is a health 
initiative to spread diabetes 
awareness through the houses of 
worship in the NYC area, 
providing a 6-week diabetes 
prevention workshop.
Today’s issue is about the 
prevention of teen pregnancy.  
Statistic shows that 1 in 6 teens in 
America have had sexual relations 
and many have or had been 
pregnant.  This is a serious issue 
and parents are urged to educate 
their children about the 
consequences of having 
unprotected sex.
Today’s discussion is about ‘Who 
I am in Christ.’ If we let Christ 
into our hearts, we will spiritually 
be regenerated, renewed and born 
again.  We would become a new 
creature of the spiritual mind and 
dispose of our carnal mind.  


